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The local structural and thermodynamical properties of blends A-B/H of a diblock copolymer A-B and a homopolymer 
H are studied using the polymer reference interaction site model (RISM) integral equation theory with the mean- 
spherical approximation closure. The random phase approximation (RPA)-like static scattering function is derived 
and the interaction parameter is obtained to investigate the phase transition behaviors in A-B/H blends effectively. 
The dependences of the microscopic interaction parameter and the macrophase-microphase separation on temperature, 
molecular weight, block composition and segment size ratio of the diblock copolymer, density, and concentration of 
the added homopolymer, are investigated numerically within the framework of Gaussian chain statistics. The numerical 
calculations of site-site interchain pair correlation functions are performed to see the local structures for the model 
blends. The calculated phase diagrams for A-B/H blends from the polymer RISM theory are compared with results 
by the RPA mod이 and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Our extended form기 version shows the different 
feature from RPA in the microscopic phase separation behavior, but shows the consistency with TEM qualitatively. 
Scaling relationships of scattering peak, interaction parameter, and temperature at the microphase separation are 
obtained for the molecular weight of diblock copolymer. They are compared with the recent data by small-angle 
neutron scattering measurements.

Introduction

The interaction parameter (x parameter or interaction en
ergy)1~6 is considered as a gauge of interaction between the 
polymer chains and as a black box in the field of polymer 
science. % parameter associated with the enthalpy of mixing 
is an important characteristic one in high molecular weight 
polymer systems. A great flux of activities thus has been 
pursued to understand the fundamental concept of x parameter. 
Such x parameter also can be used to predict phase separa
tions because it governs phase behaviors of polymer blends. 
The phase separation behaviors are common in polymeric 

materials, particularly when two different polymers are pre
sent as the form of blends and/or block copolymers.

Many theoretical and experimental studies have been used 
in conjunction with scattering data7~19 and Monte Carlo (MC) 
sim니ati이］s跪” to provide important tools in studies of ther
modynamic interactions in polymer mixtures. Among these 
theoretical studies the most typical two models are the well 
known Flory-Huggins lattice model (FHLM)1 and the random 
phase approximation (RPA) model2 developed initially by de 
Gennes. Flory-Huggins x parameter is only treated as a func
tion of temperature, x oc 1/T. Many experimental results 
show that x parameter is affected by molecular weight and 
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composition as well as temperature. Thus x parameter from 
FHLM does not give the desired polymer blend information. 
In particular, polymer blends with the diblock copolymer can 
exhibit a variety of phase separation behavior, that is, micro
phase separation, where domains of two blocks are subdi
vided into the microdomains, and macrophase one. In the응e 
cases x parameter depends on temperature^ composition and 
segment size ratio of blocks in the diblock copolymer, com
pressibility, molecular weight, and concentration of the added 
homopolymer, etc. The RPA model used to interpret the sca
ttering data has been applied to investigate the phase be
haviors of polymer blends. This is derived by utilizing the 
linear response theory in conjunction with the mean-field 
treatment of interchain interactions and the intrinsic assump
tion of incompressibility. As the result of inadequacy of such 
an incompressible mod아 used to extract x parameter, the 
RPA model also does not give the proper prediction of es
sential informations of blends.17

Recently the off-lattice integral equation theory (IET) by 
Curro and Schweizer22 is developed to understand the struc
ture and thermodynamics of binary polymer blends. In par
ticular, this theory shows the dependence of x parameter 
on the structure at the monomer level and even the wave 
vector in connection with scattering experiments. This app
roach, the so-called polymer reference interaction site model 
(RISM) theory, to describe binary homopolymer blends is 
based on the RISM IET originally proposed by Chandler 
and co-workers.23'25 Here the RISM theory has been very 
successful for describing small molecular liquids and has 
been successfully applied to interpret the molecular structure 
factors measured by scattering techniques,26 the structure 
of a polyatomic fluid sorbed by a quenched amorphous mate
rial,27 and later the behavior of molecular and polymeric 
fluids adsorbed within microporous solids.28 The RISM 
theory is first formulated in a fashion which renders the 
high polymer m이t problem tractable by Curro and co-work- 
ers 29〜31

As already stressed, polymer blends of diblock copolymer 
A-B and homopolymer H exhibit unique phase behaviors. 
Within frames of the Edwards Hamiltonian method (EHM)10 
and the RPA,11 the A-B/H blend systems have been studied 
for investigating phase transition and separation behaviors. 
In recent years Benoit and co-workers32 formulated the static 
scattering theory for multicomponent polymers and/or co
polymer systems by applying the RPA and the Omstein-Zer- 
nike (OZ) equation.2425

While on the other hand, in the framework of the polymer 
RISM theory, relatively little work has been done to describe 
the multicomponent polymer blend systems containing the 
block copolymer as an important component. In this paper 
the local structure and thermodynamics of blends A-B/H of 
a diblock copolymer A-B and a homopolymer H are studied 
to understand the phase separation behaviors by using / 
parameter derived at the microscopic level from the polymer 
RISM theory. Therefore, to extract the proper / parameter 
(or x function), the extended formal version of the polymer 
RISM IET is presented with the mean-spherical approxima
tion (MSA)22,24,25 closure. The dependences of the effective 
microscopic x parameter, the macro- and microphase separa
tion, and the static structure factor on temperature, composi
tion and segment size r가io of the diblock copolymer, mole

cular weight, packing fraction, and concentration of the 
homopolymer particularly, are investigated numerically wi
thin the Gaussian chain statistics. Then our calculated result옪 

are compared with small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)13 and 
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS)15,16 data, phase dia
grams by conventional RPA calculations,11 and also transmis
sion electron microscopy (TEM) studies.33 Finally, the site
site interchain pair correlation functions (PCFs), are 
calculat얀d to see the local structure for the mod이 비end.

Polymer RISM Theory for A*B/H Blend System

In all works described below, it is assumed that polymer 
chains and blocks of segment number density g each com
posed of Nm segments, follow the Gaussian chain statistics. 
Each interaction site is characterized by a hard core diame
ter, (=</mm)» and a statistical segment length, om, of spe
cies M.

The system under consideration consists of a mixture of 
homopolymer H having the volume fraction 4)h, and di비ock 
copolymer A-B having the volume fraction 0v for the block 
A. The v이ume fractions of diblock copolymer and block A 
in the mixture equal to (1 一 4>h) and 8(1-g), respectively. 
The homopolymer consists of the same segments as that 
of block A in the diblock copolymer, i.e.f and dn=dA, 
the so-called ^se«tfo-two-components blend system.

We consider the simple tangent hard-sphere model (om/^m 
and thus the local structural parameter is characterized 

by the stiffness ratio as follows:

=q. =_鱼

0a dK (1)

The total segment volume or packing fraction that is the 
ratio with respect to the close-packed volume, is defined 
by

t1 = P0a+Pb«b+Ph«h (2)

where ~vm is the average segment volume of species M. In 
the incompressible close-packed system, r\ is equal to unity, 
but is not equal to unity in the off-lattice case such as this 
model. The segment volume is defined by

VM=-|-ndM3(l-AM)

(3)

where Am represents the overlap volume fraction suggested 
by Schweizer and Curro30 which can be caused by the un
physical overlaps between the non-bonded sites for consider
ing the single chain interaction. No consideration for the 
self-avoiding walks between hard spheres in the calculation 
of the intramolecular distribution function leads to the in
creasing of n.

Two segment volume ratios are defined by

A 二 &dA)二(1 — 4) 
板B Jb3(1-Ab) /(I-Ab)

(4a)

(1 — 4) 
(1-Ah)

(4b)

The homopolymer is considered as the same segment as 
that of the block A in the diblock copolymer, but Rah is 
not unity because of the different number of segments, and 
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consequently the different Am<
The relative segment volume fraction of species of M is 

defined by

0M = pM^/n (5)

From Eqs. (1)-(5) the interaction segment number density, 
PmM, is given by

p사** 濯既) (6a)

^3= au-Ab) (6b)

and thus the site number density ratio is simply expressed 
as

"四 =옷*& (M=H, B) (7)
PA 0A

Polymer RISM Equations with MSA Closure. The 
polymer RISM theory is designed to calculate the intermo- 
lecular PCF, gg印w&), between sites a and B on each chain 
of two species M and M' interacting through the intermo- 
lecular site-site pair potential, Wompm'W, the intermolecular 
site-site total correlation function, 三gaM^M'(尸)一 L and
the corresponding intermolecular direct correlation function 
(DCF), Combm'O*), defined by the generalized OZ non-linear 
integral equations (NIEs).

For a polymer chain composed of identical sites in homo
polymer melts29~31 and a binary homopolymer blend,22 OZ- 
equations reduce to a single NIE and a set of three-coupled 
NIEs, respectively by neglecting the chain end effects and 
considering the chain-averaged approximation over all site 
pairs. The diblock copolymer A-B and the homopolymer H 
blend with H containing the same segment as that of block 
A can be considered as A/B type blend system. The same 
conceptual approximation as that of a binary homopolymer 
blend is used by neglecting chain end effects, and addition
ally block-joint effects of diblock copolymer chains on DCFs. 
Moreover, by considering the block-average approximation, 
the polymer RISM equations are expressed by a set of three- 
coupled NIEs.

The total correlation between two sites a on a polymer 
of species M and g of species M' is described by two types 
of correlation functions. One is the direct correlation part, 
and the other is indirect correlation part which is addition
ally propagated via increasing large number of polymer mol
ecules and/or blocks in the diblock copolymers and many 
other routes. By summing over all {a,p| pairs, the total cor
relation function between polymer chains is given compactly 
in Fourier transform space in terms of a non-linear matrix 
equation as

百伙)=C 後)・ S) • [C。) + H(*)]
=[i — C後)• C(k)] -1 • Q(Jfe) • C(k)・ C@) (8)

where the elements of 2X2 matrices are defined by
从 m@) = PmPm'mmQ) (9a)

，、 p 0 써—
Z ®aMBM@) (9b)

N a=l 0=1 

and p=Pm + pm' and N=Nm+Nm.
The polymer RISM theory needs the closure condition 

to detennine the PCF from the rel가ion between unknown 
DCF and total correlation function. Many applications have 
been usually focused on the MSA closure which the pair 
potential consists of a hard sphere interaction plus an attrac
tive tail, Umm"W=w°mmW + For the hard sphere chain
model, the exact hard core condition gives

Hmm'(尸)=-PmPm' r<dMM' (10a)

+^m) (10b)

where (/mm' is the closest distance of the possible approach 
between two sites of polymer types M and The DCF 
is given asymptotically by

Cmm*W= - P Vmm'W r>dMM' (10c)

A modified Lennard-Jones 6-12 attractive potential in Eq. 
(10c) was used to model the interaction between two sites 
on different chains and/or blocks:

企加材 (11)

where Emm' is the interaction energy parameter.
The 산iree・coupled OZ-NIEs of Eq. (8) and the MSA clo

sure of Eq. (10) make up the polymer RISM equations for 
the polymer blend systems.

Intramolecular Structure Factor. The structur지 in・ 
formations of polymers enter the polymer RISM equations 
solely through the single chain distribution functions.22 For 
a homopolymer or a block chain, is defined
by

(dm(p)=： 交 險；M) (12)
Nm u

where(버(f； M) is the probability that a pair of sites i and 
j on the same chain or block are separated by a distance 
r. For a fully flexible linear Gaussian chain, the single chain 
structure factor, which is given by Fourier transformation 
of Eq. (12), reduces to

記(幻=二一exp(-A2oM2li-/l/6) 
Nm ij
= 盘 + 呉辭T (13)

where

血=exp( - ^20m2/6) (14)

While for a diblock copolymer the single chain distribution 
function, g)abW, is given by

J 跡；A, B) (15)

where ox/r; A, B) is the bond probability that a site i of 
비ock type A and a site / of B are separated by a distance 
r. The intram이ecular structure for a diblock copolymer is 
thus derived as

奂侬)=子 丈 % exp(-妒s376)exp(-冼的76)
Nc 1=1 j=i
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(16)

where fA and 代 have the same form as Eq」14).
The total intramolecular structure factors, OmmW in Eq. 

(8), for A-B/H blend system are given more distinctly by
Cm 仇)=PaG)aW + (17a)

DbbW)=(Wb 仇) (17b)

Cab(幻=gpc»AB0) (17c)
乙

where pc is the total segment number density of the A-B 
diblock copolymer, ie,t Pc=Pa+rb.

Solution of Polymer R1S처 E데uatk”通. The numeri
cal calculations of the polymer RISM equations, Eqs. (8) and 
(10) can be performed with a variational principle of the 
scheme originally proposed by Lowden and Chandler.23 In 
order to proceed this method, the DCFs inside the hard 
core are approximated by a third degree of polynomial in 
r, a linear combination of suitable basis functions:2334

Cmm'(”=H(r-dMM') 言 %삐為 - 1厂 r<dMM' (18) 

where a；MM，are three sets of expansion coefficients that must 
be determined self-consistently by solving a set of 12-coupled 
non-linear equations.

The basis functions are independent of each other, thus 
the corresponding hard core condition closure equation, Eq. 
(10a), is rewritten as

PmPm 1+ )1=0 (19)

This 양ohition equation can be transformed into k-space using 
the Pasevafs relation.25 The resulting equation is derived 
by using the dimensionless variable as convenient forms for 
the calculation of 12-expansion coefficients,

2和岫門沽■见哩辔迅으]

, 기:(PmPm')s©mm‘(矽] 片mm⑶ _ - z9nx
+ 件" 淑严‘ (pMpM 严 ~°(20)

where the reduced variable x—kd^
From the three-coupled OZ-NIEs in terms of 2X2 matri

ces, Eq. (8), the partial structures of total intermolecular cor
relation functions are obtained in terms of the intramolecu
lar, Eq. (17), and the direct intennolecular structure factors 
with notations without the variable as

—十[a»AH(l—A—(ObPbCbb)+-~0ab2<oab2PbC bb] (21a) 

으뽑즈〉= 土*际(1 ~ A)—4>ah<obPaCaa) + -^-<X>ab2u)ab2PbCaaJ (21b) 

融& =:H*@ab&ab(1—入)+队혀 (PaPb) 咆B

一 -^0ab2Ci)ab2(PaPb)1/2Cab] (21c) 

where

A(r)=det|i- Q(r) • C(r)|

=1- OaaOJCaaW - ObbO^beW 一 2Qab(«)CabW

+血血) (22)

6fi(r)=nAAWnBB(x) - nAB2(x) (23)

SCW-CaaWbbW-Cab2^) (24)

Three direct intermolecular structure factors, Cmm'W,
which will be incorporated into Eq. (21), have the following
form:
©MMQ)/4ndMM，3=a[MM，(-cos9?+sin 就3)

=时睥(一2/?-2<洒界+細挝3)
=a3MM，(4/§4+2<:<斌膏 一 6sin&須)

海严(24代Jg-Zkos©會—sir跳5) (25)

where the variable 5=Wmm' and in ^->0 limit,

©MM«)=을dMM，3(2(妬 mm，一 弘MM，+ 2a^-a^) (26)
lo

To obtain the solution of the polymer RISM equations, 
we first guess an initial set of 12-expansion coefficients in 
the DCFs of Eqs. (25) and (26), and independently calculate 
the intramolecular structures, Eq. (17). The total interm이。- 

cular structure factors, Eq. (21), are then calculated. These 
structure factors are incorporated into the non-linear coupled 
polymer RISM solution equation, Eq. (20). Thus new guesses 
for a,MM，are determined by calculating Eq. (20) with the 
closure relations, Eq. (10). For obtaining new guesses for 
”严 we make use of the iteration method based on the 
MinPack-1 algorithm35 which is very efficient in the non
linear equations. 어'페' have orders of range from —10-6 to 
—10-1 in our full systems.38

Intennolecular Pair Correlation Function. The site
site intennolecular PCFs give the indirect informations about 
the local structures of the polymer blend system. These 
PCFs can be obtained by the Fourier inversion of 倉mm 值) 

calculated numerically through the 12-coupled NIEs, Eq. (20). 
Such a relation is defined by

PmPm也MM仞 一 1] =Hmm 侦)=汶)3 jdkL'

前11(况谊mm'伙) (27)

Three independent PCFs for A-B/H blend system are then 
described by

gMMg=lF磁扁由5■嚨湍(28) 

where the reduced separation is rA=r/d^ and 方mm is defined 
by Eq. (21).

Within the Gaussian chain statistics, the PCFs of the dis
ordered polymer blends at high temperature does not show 
any characteristic structure. Usually the PCFs rapidly in
crease at first with increasing of the segmental separation 
and followed by a slow convergence to the uncorrelated 
value. Such a correlation hole effect for the polymer system 
is due to the intramolecular constraints and intermolecular 
excluded volume interactions, which are related with the 
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number of segments and the packing fraction, respectively.
Really the intrachain correlation functions must be deter

mined self-consistently along with the DCFs and the total 
correlation functions through the OZ-NIEs, Eq. (8). But for 
simplicity, as described in Sec. 2.2, the single chain distribu
tion functions are determined independently with the DCFs. 
Such an approximate method is not a good approach to the 
study of phase behaviors. As temperature decreases the in
accuracy is expected in the vicinity of the phase transition 
from the disordered phase to the ordered mesophase where 
non-Gaussian chain conformations have been observed. Thus 
non-Gaussian chain statistics36 and self-consistent calcula
tions31 of the single chain correlation functions and the DCFs 
also must be considered for obtaining the informations of 
local structures and phase behaviors in A-B/H blend sys
tems.

Static Structure Factor and Interaction 
Parameter

Scattering theories and experiments have been applied to 
investigate a number of polymer fluids and blends over the 
past few years.or 19,32 The scattering function is related with 
the compressibility of the system and can be obtained exper
imentally from measurements of the cross-section as a func
tion of the scattering angle.24 By fitting the experimental 
data to the theoretical static structure functions, x parameter 
can be extracted and used to study the phase separation 
and transition behaviors. In this section we derive the RPA- 
like st쵸tic scattering function and % function within the 
framework of the polymer RISM theory to study the phase 
separation behaviors, that is, macrophase separation and mi
crophase separation due to the presence of the diblock co
polymer in polymer blends.

The partial static structure factors relevant to scattering 
experiments, which are Fourier transforms of the density- 
deigity fluctuation correlation functions, are given in terms 
of the 2X2 matrices by

=n(A)+H(jfe)=Li-n(Ai)- c(jfe)] -1 • C侬) (29)

Thus the inverse partial structure factors for the />seudo-two- 
components A-B/H blend system are given by

Saa' Kk)=一수m R»bb 侬) 一 8D(A)Caa(*)] (30a)
oi t{R)

Sbb'1^)= 一矗厂[Caa 侬)-8C 伙)©bb 伙)] (30b)
Oi L{R)

(幻=&《板)[一Cab侬)一8Q(/?)Cab(A)] (30c)

where 8D(Ar) is defined by Eq. (23).
To extract x parameter and compare it with the RPA, we 

employ the free energy functional integral method which was 
used by Leibler,7 Cruz and Sanchez,10 and Schweizer and 
Curro22 previously. The RPA is chiefly used by many experi
mentalists to obtain the 앙cattering determined / parameter, 
as above-mentioned, by fitting the scattering data.

The free energy functional of an inhomogeneous blend 
system with 2nd-order contribution in the presence of exter
nal field is given in terms of the partial density-density fluc

tuation correlation function in the uniform and equilibrium 
mixture as

pAFs-j-爲Jd&L(k)〈話M(k)〉〈8诚k)〉 (31)

where the segment density fluctuation of species M at a 
point r is

8pM(r)三 pM(r)-pM (32)

To obtain the concentration fluctuation part used to interpret 
the scattering data from the density fluctuation correlations, 
the segment density fluctuations are substituted with the 
volume fluctuation terms through the following relation:

&阮(i*)o3m&Pm(t) (33)

and the incompressibility condition for total volume fraction 
of the polymers is used as

為 &Mr)=0 (33b)

The resulting free energy functional with respect to the 
functional in the absence of the external potential yields

心'爲,Jdl&T(枷赫)|2 (34)

where the concentration fluctuation part of the structure fac
tor is finally defined in terms of the partial structure factors 
by

金 3材一如一噫).5bB-1(^) 験a/伙) zoct
Oc W——— + —-------2―—— (35)

vb vavb

Using the segment volume ratio, Eq. (4a), and the inverse 
partial static structure factors, Eq. (30), Eq. (35) is rewritten 
as the following form split into the single chain and the 
direct intermolecular structure factors:

[CaaQ)+Rab2Cbb@)+2RabCab@)]

-LCAA(k)+RAB2CBB(k)-2RwCm(k)J (36)

By suitable procedures, the resulting renormalized RPA-like 
structure factor is given with the wave vector-dependent % 
parameter by

SR~ 面 B)“&一 财)=Q(k) - 2x(舫 (37)

where the function is given by

Q(k)~

+ RahOhWh) + RaB~ + (兄出~°气阪 + &/访'气职)糸AB

(0A(Da -彳。?仙小版 +凡成饥)％堀2

(38)

and x parameter in terms of the direct intermolecular struc
tures has the same form for a binary polymer blend without 
a diblock copolymer

=_________________由2_____________
W)- 7?ab-1/2(4>a+1?ah0h)+^aB1/20b

[&abT©aa0?)+&abCbb(幻一2©ab 侬)] (39)
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In many other theoretical models, x parameter is o미y a 
function of temperature or is treated with the constant value, 
while this x parameter shows the dependence of the wave 
vector as well. The RPA form-like structure factor, Eq. (37), 
is renormalized with respect to the packing fraction. However 
X function, Eq. (39), is still dependent on the compressibility 
of the system because of the dependence of expansion coeffi
cients on the packing fraction in the direct intermolecular 
structures, Eq. (25).

In the absence of homopolymer, gT), and the symmetric 
segmental volume &仲一>1 limit, that is, the diblock copolymer 
melt system, Eq. (37) reduces to

嬴 T(JE)= 仞时奇AB _%时 (40)

4>A<0A*<|>BG)biTCOab24
and especially for the symmetric diblock copolymer melt sys- 
tem> 0a—<I>b» one has the following simple form:

爲增廁—關) (41)
_ (Cab

The A/B (or A/H) binary blend system which has been 
studied before by many polymer researchers is readily ob
tained from the usual system,如(or and no intramo
lecular structure cross term, coab^O, as follows:

* 1 1
S次)=而两成+瓦广标厂冲 (42)

Within the above-described polymer RISM theory with 
MSA 시。요ure, the DCFs consist of two terms. One is deter
mined numerically by calculating the polymer RISM solution 
equation요 for r<d^t and the other comes from the closure, 
Eq. (10c), for r>d^. In the conventional FHLM x parameter 
at high temperature (T~>oo) limit does not have any mean
ing, but in this study it does not vanish and gives the signif
icance as the purely entropy・driv은n quantity. Non-vanish- 
ment of x parameter is due to the DCFs for r<d^t this 
may make a contribution to the phase separation behaviors 
of the multicomponent polymer blends. Thus x parameter 
of the system, Eq. (39), is represented as the sum of two 
functions:

Xfc D=XHT(r)+Xote T) (43)

where x=kdA as used in Eq. (20), the first term in the right
hand side is x parameter at high temperature, and the sec
ond is the temperature and wave-vector dependent function. 
The two terms in Eq. (43) are represented by

膈8) = pCJRb- i©aa⑶ +Rab©bb⑶-2&b⑶](44a)

Xo(x, r)=8pC0代血 7)—Rab-'代aS 7)—/?涵布迎 T)]
(44b)

where Cmm^O) are the set of direct intermolecular structure 
factors inside the hard core diameter that can be obtained 
through the polymer RISM solution and the leading interac
tion constant is

G=* Rab 一 "(Oa+rZh)+RABV2<g (45)

In the range of the interaction energy parameters 

in a modified Lennard-Jones 6-12 potentials, Eq. (11), used 
to the DCFs are r이ated with the temperature-dependence 
of x parameter through the relation of £mm* oc 1/7. For a 
usual specific symmetric interaction choice,2237*39 which is 
reasonable at high density of polymer blends, the interaction 
energy parameters are treated as £aa=£bb=0 and 6ab<0. 
From the simplified condition, the interaction between unlike 
segments is given by

PpVabU T)=一亨 (Ma호)[*1+丫)] 衆J； dtt 

sin[*(l+Y비 - 2厂 6) (46)

where t~r/dp^ is the dimensionless distance, and the re
duced temperature is defined by —1/03.

In the ^=0 limit, x parameter is given by

= "시*旭一1乙招(0)+人航£朋《0)-23/(0)]+28"方膈(0, T)
(47)

As one knows, the second term in the right hand-side of 
Eq. (47), Xo» the so-called bare x parameter is applicable to 
that of FHLM.

Phase Separation Conditions

The multicomponent polymer blends including block co
polymers exhibit a variety of phase separation and transition 
behaviors.1133 There are unstable macrophases that one can 
see in the usual binary polymer blends, and metastable or 
stable microphases by stretch of blocks in block copolymers 
resulting in the formation of mesophases.

In the light scattering experiments, the intensity, Eq. (48), 
diverges at each point of the spinodal curve,2 and then this 
leads to a good criterion for phase separations. The inverse 
scattering intensity can be predicted from the theory as func
tions of wave-vector and temperature:

N赤 T) a T)=Q(x)-2ifc T) (48)

In the case of polymer blends with the diblock copolymer, 
the dominant concentration fluctuation occurs both at x=0 
and x=x* of finite characteristic wave-vector. The former 
gives the spinodal criterion for the macroscopic phase sepa
ration between two polymers and the latter gives the crite
rion for the microphase separation between two blocks of 
the diblock copolymer.

The spinodal condition for the macrophase separation is 
then given by

=0) - 2x(r=0, 7^)=0 (49a)

and the spinodal instability for the microphase separation 
corresponds to

[Q(r)-2i(x; Z)=o]L= .=O (49b)

The spinodal conditions for the macro- and microphase sepa
rations give % parameters and temperatures,、요 and Tsr and 
허蜘 and 7；하、respectively.
The correlation hole effect2,12,32 of the scattering function
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Figure 1. x parameter at high-temperature limit as a function 
of <|>H in the mod시 A-B/H blends of y=L0, q=0.45, and Nc= 
300. The composition of block A in the diblock copolymer
A-B is 0.33 (thick lines) and 0.67 (thin lines).

in the polymer blends with block copolymers is caused by 
the fact that two blocks in the diblock copolymer are strongly 
stretched at small x because of the connectivity of blocks. 
This chain stretch results in the conformational entropy 
loss17 of blend system in the disordered state and conseque
ntly leads to the large free energy as described in Eq. (34). 
Thus the scattering intensity decreases with decreasing x. 
In the conventional RPA model, parameter does not show 
the dependence of wave-vector, and x* is independent of 
temperature. However, this work predicts the dependence 
of x* on temperature and molecular weight of the diblock 
copolymer as well.

Results and Discussion

In the FHLM and RPA theory, % parameter is usually 
zero or small positive for all athermal mixtures. Figure 1 
shows the high-temperature and zero wave vector limits of 
X parameter, /ht in Eq. (37), for the model blends of a di
block copolymer A-B and a homopolymer H (=A). With the 
exception of nearly zero concentration of the homopolymer, 
Xht is negative. In the case of diblock copolymer melt (<|>h= 
0.001), 나｝e calculated %ht is — 0.47X10-5 for &「=0.5 and 
Nh/Nq— 1.0, and 0.38X10-4 for %=0・33 and Nh/Nc=02 /ht 
first decreases with and then increases for %=0.33 and 
levels off for 01V=O.67 with further increase of <t>H- In the 
fully athermal mixtures, the blend miscibility is strongly 
enhanced entropically with increasing concentration and 
chain length ratio for the homopolymer, and also shows the 
strong dependence of asymmetric structure of the diblock 
copolymer. At high temperatures the blends may form micel
les, such as the uniform solubilization of homopolymer H 
by block A or block A by homopolymer H. The appearance 
of minimum point of xht in the A-B/H blend system is ex
pected by the formation of structure which is further compat
ible thermodynamically at the composition of 皈=033. This 
low Xht affects lOx parameter at phase separations.

Figure 2. Renormalized RPA-like structure factor 凱(A) as a 
function of kRgf where the calculations are performed for blends 
with various packing fractions r)=0.2t 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 in symmet
ric blocks of the diblock copolymer, and the same chain length 
of the homopolymer as that of the diblock copolymer, 7Vc = 3OO, 
and Oh=0.001 at 凡％=9.0 for i]=0.5.

Static Scattering Function. To predict the phase 
separation behaviors in the multicomponent polymer blend 
systems, the scattering method is a powerful tool. The elastic 
scattering of light, X-ray, and neutron due to the thermal 
concentration fluctuations in the disordered states are used 
to extract x parameter that provides a gauge of the molecular 
interaction in the blends. The conventional RPA is one of 
theories that can be used in relation with the scattering data. 
But the RPA model has the constraint of incompressibility 
assumed intrinsically and then x parameter obtained from 
the theory has been known not to give the desired molecular 
interpretation.17

The renormalized RPA-like structure factor, Eq. (37), ob
tained from the present theory has the incompressibility con
dition, Eq. (33b), for the polymers. However, the structure 
factor in this polymer RISM theory for the A-B/H blend 
is dependent on the packing fraction since the DCFs as con
stituent terms of % parameter are affected by the packing 
fraction. Even if the packing fraction is taken to be indepen
dent of the blend composition, the model blend is compress
ible. c

The renormalized RPA-like structure factor, Sr, as a func
tion of kRg (where Rg is the diblock copolymer radius of 
gyration) is shown in Figure 2. Where the blends have sym
metric blocks of the diblock copolymer of Nc — 300, and(阮= 

0.001. The structure factors are calculated for i)= 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4, and 0.5 at /恥为=9.0 for q —0.5. The highly-packed blend 
shows the strong peak intensity and its height is in the order 
of increasing x\. One can see the similar trend in the com
pressible RPA work by Tang and Freed.18

The enhanced miscibility by increasing the concentration 
of homopolymer leads to lowering of the microphase separa-
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Figure 3. Effect of the added homopolymer on the scattering 
peak, where the calculation data are for blends containing various 
volume fractions(|協=0.001, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 with M 드 100 at 
M%$=10・0 for(|>h=0.001.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the peak wave vector 
scaled by the radius of gyration in the blend of《阮=0.1 for 
Nc=5Q, 150, 250, 350, and 450. The inset shows the di 비ock 
copolymer Mslependence of the scattering peak wave vector 
for various additions of homopolymer, g The log-log scaled 
plot for all concentrations of the homopolymer shows the relation 
of k* oc N3.

tion temperature (MST). The scattering peak wave vector 
k* shifts to smaller values and eventually to zero one as 
the amount of added homopolymer increases. Thus the addi
tion of a sufficient amount of homopolymer causes a phase 
transition from the microphase separated structure to the 
macrophase separated one. Such structure factors as a func-

Fgure 5. (a) spinodal x parameter and (b) spinodal temperature 
L as a function of in A-B/H blends with GA=0.5, y=1.0, 
n=0.45, and M=300 for three ratios of the 아lain length, Nh 
〃Vc=0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. The thick and thin lines indicate spinodal 
curves for the macrophase separation between two polymers and 
for the microphase separation between two blocks in A-B, re
spectively.

tion of kRg are 아iown in Figure 3. The transition point can 
be seen for the blend of 0H=O.5 and 2Vc=100 at 나le temper
ature of for Oh=0.00L

The temperature dependence of k* is plotted in Figure 
4. The results are similar with the recent data obtained by 
David and %hweize产 from the polymer RISM theory with 
the reference m이ecular PercusYevik (R-MPY) closure for 
di바ock copolymer melts. Differently with their reference 
molecular mean-spherical approximation (R-MMA) predic
tion, here the MSA closure does not predict the minimum
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Figure 7. Spinodal temperature 7丁蜘 for the microphase sepa
ration as a function of g in A-B/H model 비ends with %=033, 
Y=L0, ti=0.45, and M=300 for three chain length ratios, 
Nh/Nc=0‘02, 0.05, and 0.4. This figure is compared with the 
result obtained from SAXS measurements.13

Hgure 6. Effect of the added homopolymer on as a func
tion of Nc. The inset shows the log-1 昭 plot for %严R dependence 
on Nc at various Oh=0.001, 0.1, and 03 The straight lines have 
the scaling relation of 7丁x 2Vct106 at <|>h=0.001 and in the 
inset %尸qc Nc'0986.

for k*. The calculated 砂 decreases steadily with 1/T. The 
temperature effect is larger in a smaller N&

The inset shows the log-log plot for the scattering peak 
position on the chain length of the diblock copolymer. For 
all concentrations of homopolymer, the plot of k* against 
Nc reduces to the scaling relation as

k* oc 8-0.5

Such a scaling relation is conformable to the result of SANS 
measurements15 for the diblock copolymer, poly(ethylene- 
propylene)-poly(ethylethylene) (PEP-PEE), by Bates and co
workers.

Spinodal Interaction Parameter and Tempera- 
ture 7，Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the calculated phase 
diagrams for x parameters and reduced temperatures at mac
ro- and microphase separations with increasing of 如 in the 
blends of the condition of y=1.0t x\ = 0.45, and 7Vc=300. Spi
nodal conditions can be obtained from Eqs. (40a) and (40b) 
for the macrophase separation [thick curves] and the micro
phase separation [thin curves], respectively.

In Figure 5(a) the calculated 为허蹄 for the model blend 
system first decreases or increases (even if not shown in 
here)38 and then increases as the homopolymer is added to 
the diblock copolymer of 6N=0.5. This behavior depends on 
the chain length of the added homopolymer as well as the 
diblock copolymer composition. In some addition of the 
homopolymer, the disordered blends transform directly into 
the instable macrophases without going through the ordered 
microphases. Such a tendency of the phase separation and 
transition for * is similar to the result expected by the RPA 
model.11 The macroscopic spinodal curves in * with Oh are 
usual phase behaviors such as the binary homopolymer ble
nds.4 The spinodal temperatures, however, show different 
features as shown in Figure 5(b).

According to the RPA, the spinodal temperature plots with 

have the overturned shapes for the spinodal x parameters. 
This appearance may be a res미t from that the entropy- 
driven contribution has not been considered effectively with 
increasing of (g in total x parameter, Eq. (13). As shown 
in Figure 5(b), reduced temperatures 7了站°, which tempera
ture is defined by T= 1/Peab, reduce suddenly with addition 
of a small amount of homopolymer. The feature of minimum 
points of MST38 at <时~0.3 in 9^=033 and the rapid reduc
tion at small g correspond to the that of Figure 1.

The MST is usually given by the spinodal temperature 
as the scattering intensity diverges or by the average inter
domain spacing13 as decreasing the temperature. For the mo
del 비ends, 9n=0.5, y=L0, Nh/Nc=L0, and i}=0.45, the di- 
biock copolymer Nc-dependence, against Nc ranging from 50 
to 550, of the MST is plotted in Figure 6. The result is 
that as increasing N負 increases fair linearly. In the
same Nc 工严° is lowered by the addition of homopolymer 
and one can also see the same result in Figure 5(b). In re
cent calculations performed for the compressible model by 
the lattice cluster theory (LCT), Dudowicz and Freed19 predi
cted the similar Nc-dependence of the order-disorder transi
tion temperature for the diblock copolymer P(S-ft-MMA) me
lts. In polymer blends without the homopolymer nearly, the 
plot of 丁严布 with Nc reduces to the scaling relations as

WJ6= 1.106 in g=0.001 
s K c iS=0.0996 in 如=0.05

The inset also shows the Nc-dependence of that is 
plotted with log-log scale. For all concentrations of homopoly- 
mer against Nc ranging from 50 to 500, the relation reduces 
to the scalingship as

对如 oc Nd% 8-0.986
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Weight Fraction of PS Weight Fraction of PS

Rgure 8. Spinodal temperatures Ts (a) and interaction parame
ters %s (b) for the microphase separation (thin lines) and the 
macrophase separation (thick lines) as a function of the weight 
fraction of polystyrene in blends containing the styrene-buta- 
diene copolymer of two block Mu 16850 and 5150, respectively, 
and polystyrene of two Mw 35000 and 70000. This figure (a) 
can be found in Roe's systems.11 In terms of our notation, poly
mer blends have 成「=0.64, M=300, and M/M=L32 and 1.64.

Weight Fraction of H Weight Fraction of H

Figure 9. From the polymer RISM theory, calculated spinodal 
temperatures Ts (a) and interaction parameters * (b) for the 
microphase separation (thin lines) and the macrophase separation 
(thick lines) as a function of the weight fraction of polystyrene 
in blends with t]=0.45 containing the diblock copolymer A-B 
of 皈=0.64, 丫=0.86, and Nc—254. Two homopolymer chain 
lengths are Nh/M=L32 and 1.64. This figure is compared with 
Figure 8.

以航 reduces gradually as increasing N& This result is also 
conformable to the result of recent SANS measurements.16 
In spite of high 如=0.3, the plot of 官against Nc in log
log scale gives a straight line, while that of T严加 against 
Nc deviates from a straight line.

Comparison of Phase Diagram with Other Results.
Phase behaviors for polymer blends of poly(styrene-/>-isop- 

rene) block copolymer (SD and homopolystyrene (HS) are 
investigated by Hashimoto and co-workers1213 using SAXS 
measurements. Their 口岫 data as a function of show 
that the MSTs decrease pronouncedly with increasing 
amount of the small molecular weight HS. At an increased 
2Vh, the MST decrea얺es with 0H and increases with further 
addition. The effect of homopolymer on as shown in 
Figure 7 is similar with trends determined by Tanaka and 
Hashimoto.13

Nojima and Roe11 obtained the following results from the 
extended RPA theory. Figure 8 shows their results for the 
spinodal temperature (a) and x parameter (b) as a function 
of the polystyrene weight fraction. Their model blends con
tain the polystyrene of molecular weights 70000 and 35000, 
and the diblock copolymer poly(styrene-Z>-butadiene) of two 
block weights 16850 and 5150. In the calculations of Figure 
8, the interaction energy density A is used as

A(cal/cm3)=(0.718± 0.051)-(0.0021 ± 0.00045)(/-150 t)

The experimental value for A is based on the cloud point 
curves for the mixtures of polystyrene and polybutadiene 
or their random copolymer.

Figure 9 shows our results obtained by calculating the 
extended polymer RISM equations. Any experimental fitting 
value is not used in this calculations. The polymer blends 
corresponding to the Roe's systems, in terms of our notation, 
have a condition of 0A = O.64, y=0.86, t)=0.45, and M=254. 
Two 사｝ain length ratios are A「h/M = 2.65 and 1.32 for the 

molecular weights 70000 and 35000, respectively. As stressed 
above, two plots [Figures 7(b) and 8(b)] for * at phase sepa
rations with g have the same feature each other. This be
havior comes from the reason that 心 is determined by the 
minimum of Q(k) only in Eq. (49). However, two phase dia
grams of Ts with 0H [Figures 7(a) and 8(a)] show different 
behaviors. The MSTs obtained from the polymer RISM re
duce more rapidly by small addition of the homopolymer 
than that obtained from the RPA theory.

In the polymer RISM theory the calculated temperature 
Ts depends pronouncedly on the choice of intermolecular 
potential model, Eq. (36). Within the frame of MSA closure, 
the DCF in the outside of the closest distance of possible 
approach between segments is given by Eq. (10c). This ap
proximation has been applied fully to the atomic fluids and 
the small molecular mixtures.24,25 But one expects the app
roximation to be worst at near hard core and also Cmm^W 
does not in fact approach — pVmm W asymptotically.25 Moreo
ver, the theory is not exact at low density. Most recently 
to make up for this problem, Schweizer and co-workers37,39,40 
presented new closures to the polymer RISM theory, the 
R-MMSA and R-MPY closures in place of usual MSA and 
PY closures.

In the polymer RISM theory of A-B/H blend systems, the 
overestimation may be incorporated to the decreasing tend
ency of Ts with the addition of homopolymer. In spite of 
expecting problems, however, the phase diagram obtained 
from the polymer RISM theory of A-B/H polymer blend with 
the MSA closure is consistent qualitatively with a recent 
experimental result for the phase separation spinodal tempe
ratures.

Recently Hellmann and co-workers33 obtained the phase 
diagram for Ts with(帕 by using transmission electron micro
scopy (TEM). The polymer blend contains a diblock copoly
mer P(MMA-ft-S) of molecular weight 175000 with methyl
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Rgure 10. Calculated spinodal temperatures Ts for the micro
phase separation (dotted line) and the macrophase separation 
(solid line) as a function of 0h in the blend with 皈=0.5, y= 
0.825, T] = 0.3, WNc=0.686, and The inset shows the
spinodal interaction parameters * This phase diagram is com
pared with the result by TEM33 containing a P(MMA-Z>-S) copoly
mer of Mw 175000 and a PMMA of 161000 (the volume ratio 
per chain is equal to 0.87).

methacrylate and styrene blocks of equal lengths, and a 
PMMA homopolymer of molecular weight 161000 (Mw/Mn = 
2.0). The ratio of volume per chain is given by X (=VH/V^ = 
0.87. The polymer blend corresponding to the experimental 
system, in terms of our notation, have a condition of 皈=。5 
Y=0.825, t】 = 0.3, and Nc=1750. The chain length ratio is 
Nh/Nc=0.686. The result is shown in Figure 10. This dia
gram also 아】ows 사le rapid lowering of MST (the dotted line) 
with the addition of homopolymer. The temperature and the 
concentration of homopolymer that the microphase separa
tion does not occur with increasing Oh [critical point] are 
7、尸〜mo t and 如-0.7 in TEM, and 阮整=一250 and(t)H- 
0.65 in our calculation, respectively. One can see that the 
calculated result are conformable with the experimental one. 
As above-mentioned, the reduced temperature depends on 
the choice of the attractive potential model.

Intermolecular Pair Correlation Function. One of 
the advantages of off-lattice integral equation theories for 
polymers is that the information about the local structure 
of the polymer system is available.37,39

The polymer RISM theory provides the local structural 
informations through the site-site PCFs and the influence 
of the long wavelength structure for these local properties. 
Although the phase separated structures do not available 
from the polymer RISM theory, one can obtain the average 
pair interactions between any two blend components in the 
disordered single-phase at a certain distance from the micro
phase separation point against it's athermal reference system. 
In this section the PCFs are calculated numerically by Eqs. 
(21) and (28) from the polymer RISM theory with the MSA

r/dA
Figure 11. (a) pair corr이ation functions for the symmetric di
block copolymer with Oh=0.001 and M=300 at Mxo=9.75 
(NcXsM,CTO= 10.41). The folded PCFs are for symmetric blocks of 
the diblock copolymer as "三 ^bbW and the s이inline indica
tes the reference blend PCF, g®(”，at Ts limit. (b) Similar 
to Figure 11(a), but calculated for the asymmetric diblock copoly
mer, %=033, at NcXo= 10.49 (Mx严^=1286). This figure 아)ows 
the split PCFs for the reference athermal blend, g何(尸)，and the 
local structure as ^aaW>^bbW- 

closure within the frame of Gaussian 나lain statistics for the 
model A-B/H blends. We show the calculated results to un
derstand the dependence of PCFs on the block composition 
of the di비ock copolymer arid packing fraction related with 
temperature. These results are not compared with other 
theories or simulation data, but the PCFs are indebted for 
facts that the structure factors 百mm@) used in calculating 
the phase separation behaviors and scattering functions are 
reasonable with experimental results in some measure and 
previously reported papers.11~1315~19i22>33

Figure 11(a) shows the PCFs for a nearly symmetric di- 
미ock copolymer with 0H-0.001, and M=300 at M%)=9.75 
(M%저次 =1041). One can see the folded PCFs ^aaW=^bbW 
for symmetric blocks of the diblock copolymer. Here ^o)(r) 
indicates the site-site PCF in the reference athermal blend 
(ie., in high-temperature limit, T-^oo). At some intermolecu
lar separations the PCFs decrease for A-A and B-B interac-
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Figure 12. Temperature dependence of the non-randomness 
△攻r) of intersegment packing for the blend of symmetric diblock 
c^olymer, M/M=L0, M 느 300, and <|>h=0.001. The inset shows 
the packing fraction dependence of Ag(分 for the blend of <|)h=0.1 
at NcXo=3.65 for t)=025.

tions or increase for the A-B pair interaction, and followed 
by a slow approach to the uncorrelated value of unity in 
the range of r>d* However in the re
gime, the local structures show the characteristic features, 
ie, the gap between gAA(尸)and 诳旳)is very pronounced. 
The un&vorable contacts between interaction sites of dif
ferent types cause an increasing in the local packing of like 
species leading to strong enhanced ^aaW>^0)W and depleted

Figure 11(b) show the PCFs in the asymmetric diblock 
copolymer of 0jv=0.33,饥=0.001, and the length scale of 
homopolymer Nh/Nc=02 at 10.49 (*以*如=1286). 
The PCFs are also and each PCF in 나le high-
temperature limit reference system does not overlap as like 
shown in Figure 11(a). In particular one can see the decreas
ing of fevorable contacts between the sites on the long 
blocks, and then £bbW is more depleted and located nearly 
to g*%」)than that of Figure 11(a). These similar features 
are described recently by David and Schweizer37 by using 
the R-MPY and R-MMSA closures for block copolymer liquid 
systems. The asymmetric diblock copolymer system of 瞞= 
033, as shown in Figure 11(b), may form uniform spherical 
micellar phases in favor of a direction to minimize the num
ber of unfavorable A-B contacts, that is to say, in a way 
to enhance the local packing of short blocks.

The temperature effect on PCFs as 比*=9.74, 8.77, and 
7.52 is shown in Figure 12 with the same condition as that 
of Figure 11(a). The favorable local packing of like species 
is described by the degree of non-randomness AgS 三 0.5[gAA 
W - ??abW] as the qualitative form of the intermo
lecular PCF. Ag(” approaches to zero at high temperature, 
however, as lowering temperature A^(r) becomes quite large 
by the enhancement of local packing correlations between 
like-pairs inside Rg. In the long distance scales of outside 
Rg, the polymer blend has the random freely mixing phase 
as like the athermal reference system. In the same manner, 
the inset shows the similar results. As increasing the packing 
fraction, ^g(f) also increases in the polymer blend of <时=0丄 

at Mxo=3.65 for t)=0.25.

The calculated A^(r) for the A-B/H polymer blends from 
the polymer RISM theory with the MSA closure typically 
decreases as the separated distance increases. This feature 
is different from the result of 50/50 isotopic blends with 
the MSA closure,22,41 where plots of have maximum 
points in the medium distance scale, r-Rg/\/2. While on the 
other, the plot obtained from the same polymer RISM theory 
with 난此 R-MPY 아\ows the similar our result.

Concluding Remarks

The interaction parameter (function), which is used as a 
black box in the polymer science, is derived at the molecular 
level for the polymer blend A-B/H of a di버ock copolymer 
A-B and a homopolymer H by extending the polymer RISM 
theory with the MSA closure and within the frame of Gaus
sian statistics. The microscopic x parameter is obtained as 
a function that has the dependence of temperature, molecular 
weight, density, local structure and composition of a diblock 
copolymer, concentration of a added homopolymer, and even 
wave vector. The pure entropic part of x parameter at high 
temperature limit can be obtained as negative values nearly 
for all compositions unlike the FHLM that has the zero % 
parameter and also the RPA model that needs the ex
perimental data for fitting it.

We calculated x parameter and the temperature at macro
phase and microphase separations. The obtained phase diag
rams are compared with the results obtained from the RPA 
model11 and TEM experiments.33 The microphase separation 
behavior in Ts vs,如 phase diagram shows the different fea
ture with the RPA, but shows the qualitative consistency 
with TEM. The MST on the addition of homopolymer shows 
that it rapidly decreases as increasing the amount of homo
polymer and the decreasing effect is large at the short chain 
of homopolymer. In the case of blend with 皈=0.33, the MST 
rapidly decreases at the short chain homopolymer, however, 
it reduces and then increases at the long chain homopolymer,
i.e. t the microphase spinodal curve has a minimum point13

The scattering peak position, x parameter, and tempera
ture at the microphase separation of polymer blends with 
a symmetric block copolymer have the scaling relationships 
against a diblock copolymer chain length ranging from 50 
to 500, which are given by k* oc M*,波蜘 * 气 
and T严70 oc Nc of 8=1.106 at <|>h—0.001 and 8=0.996 at 
(|>h = 0.05. These scaling relations are conformable to the re
cent SANS experiments.15,16

We calculated the site-site intermolecular PCFs to investi
gate the local structure of A-B/H blend. From the PCFs and 
the non-randomness of blend systems, we expect that the 
structure is formed to minimize the number of unfavorable 
A-B contacts, i.e.r to enhance the local packing of like-pair 
of segments such as A-A and B-B. This feature is in line 
with the results obtain은d from the MST phase diagrams.

Although 나le extended polymer RISM theory for A-B/H 
blend systems has the expecting problems that the polymers 
follow the Gaussian chain statistics, the MSA closure is used, 
and the intramolecular and direct intermolecular correlation 
functions are calculated independently, our calculated results 
are conformable with the recent experimental data and are 
more reasonable than that obtained from the conventional 
FHLM and RPA theory.
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